Uniting for Consensus is working for

a UN Security Council for all
A reform beneficial to
the entire membership
A REFORM That leaves no one behind

#UNSCforall

As new and ever-evolving drivers of conflict and challenges threaten our peace and
security, the UN is called to become more effective, inclusive and fit for purpose.
We need a more representative, democratic, accountable, transparent and effective
UNSC: one that can take timely decisions on international peace and security.
A UNSC comprehensive reform in the interest of all Member States and of the United
Nations as a whole.

The UfC model is the most detailed
and pragmatic on the table:
A

Security

Council

consisting

of

26

members, with an increase only in nonpermanent seats: 9 new longer-term seats,
with the possibility of immediate reelection, and 2 additional two-years seats.

It benefits everyone:
It
ensures
an
enhanced
regional
representation and establishes a fairer and
inclusive rotation system. Under UfC
proposal, all Member States gain better
access to the Security Council.

How to enhance regional
representation and make everybody
gain:
6 seats = + 100% Africa
5 seats = +150% Asia-Pacific
4 seats = +100% GRULAC
3 seats = +50% WEOG
2 seats = +100 EEG
1 new rotating seat for SIDS and Small
States

It strengthens accountability and
transparency:
Elections of Security Council's members
means that they are held accountable to
the entire UN membership. For this
reason, UfC model rejects the creation of
new permanent seats.

It combines increased legitimacy
with efficiency:
Broadening the privileges of a few would
not serve the cause of a more democratic
and legitimate Security Council. The
UfC model aims at limiting the use of the
veto including, but not only, in case of
mass atrocities and stall in the Council.

The Uniting for Consensus Group supports a
consensual and democratic reform of the Security
Council. Its members are not interested in gaining new
privileges for themselves. they are committed to a
reform which reflects all the voices and respects
the rights and aspirations of all Member States.

#UNSCFORALL

